FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MARCOLIN GROUP AND MOENDI SIGN A JOINT VENTURE
IN MEXICO
Longarone (Belluno), April 5, 2018 – Marcolin Group, one of the leading companies in the
eyewear industry, announced today the signing of a joint venture agreement with Moendi, one
of the largest independent distributors in Mexico.
Moendi has over 25 years of experience in the wholesale and retail distribution of luxury and
diffusion sunglasses and eyeglasses in Mexico, selling more than 250,000 frames a year with
20 sales representatives covering the national territory.
The JV, named Marcolin Mexico, is 51% owned by Marcolin Group and its headquarters will be
based in Naucalpan in the State of Mexico. It will distribute the eyewear collections of some of
the brands which are part of the Marcolin Group portfolio.
Massimo Renon, CEO Marcolin Group, said: “We are proud to establish this joint venture with
the Goldwasser family. Their long-lasting experience in the wholesale and retail eyewear
distribution across Mexico will allow Marcolin Group to further grow and strengthen its presence
in that area”.
Mario Goldwasser, Moendi’s Founder, added: “Our family is extremely proud of the new JV
partnership with an industry leader like Marcolin Group, making us very excited to represent
its leading brand portfolio in Mexico. Thanks to the common business vision which is the pillar
of our partnership, we will work together to enhance Marcolin Group’s market share in our
country”.
About Marcolin Group
Marcolin Group, among the worldwide leading companies in the eyewear industry, stands out for the pursuit
of excellence, continuous innovation and a unique ability to faithfully combine design and Italian
craftsmanship with the core values of each brand.
The brand portfolio includes: Tom Ford, Moncler, Ermenegildo Zegna, Roberto Cavalli, Atelier Swarovski,
Tod's, Emilio Pucci, Balenciaga, Swarovski, Dsquared2, Guess, Diesel, Just Cavalli, Covergirl, Kenneth Cole,
Montblanc, Timberland, Gant, Harley-Davidson, Marciano, Catherine Deneuve, Skechers, Candie’s,
Rampage, Viva, Marcolin and Web.
In 2017, the company sold about 14 million eyeglasses.
www.marcolin.com
About Moendi
Moendi Group has been an important player in the Mexican Market since 1972. Today Moendi is the largest
independent distributor in Mexico, its strategy has always been to focus in long term relationships with its
customers, suppliers and employees. It has more than 1000 customers in the 32 states of Mexico. It relies
on giving excellent personal service to each of its customers, it has a very strong structure in its supply
chain, marketing, sales force and customer service.
In 2016, the company sold more than 250,000 optical frames & sunglasses.
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